Magnetic exchange interactions in Mn doped ZnSnAs$_2$ chalcopyrite
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Accurate ab initio full-potential augmented plane wave (FP-LAPW) electronic calculations within generalized gradient approximation have been performed for Mn doped ZnSnAs$_2$ chalcopyrites, focusing on their electronic and magnetic properties as a function of the geometry related to low Mn-impurity concentration and the spin magnetic alignment (i.e., ferromagnetic vs antiferromagnetic). As expected, Mn is found to be a source of holes and localized magnetic moments of about 4 $\mu_B$ per Mn atom are calculated which are sufficiently large. The defect calculations are firstly performed by replacing a single cation (namely Zn and Sn) with a single Mn atom in the pure chalcopyrite ZnSnAs$_2$ supercell, and their corresponding formation energies show that the substitution of a Sn atom (rather than Zn) by Mn is strongly favored. Thereafter, a comparison of total energy differences between ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) is given. Surprisingly, the exchange interaction between a Mn pairs is found to oscillate with the distance between them. Consequently, the AFM alignment is energetically favored in Mn-doped ZnSnAs$_2$ compounds, except for low impurity concentration associated with lower distances between neighboring Mn impurities, in this case the stabilization of FM increases. Moreover, the ferromagnetic alignment in the Mn-doped ZnSnAs$_2$ systems behaves half-metallic; the valence band for majority spin orientation is partially filled while there is a gap in the density of states for the minority spin orientation. This semiconducting gap of $\sim$ 1 eV opened up in the minority channel and is due to the large bonding–antibonding splitting from the p–d hybridization. Our findings suggest that the Mn-doped ZnSnAs$_2$ chalcopyrites could be a different class of ferromagnetic semiconductors.

1. Introduction

Half-metallic antiferromagnets (HM-AFM) with a small value of the total magnetic moment are much more desirable in magnetoelectronics applications, in the sense that the majority spin and minority spin densities of states are not identical, and having a magnetic moment that is, due to the half-metallic character, precisely equal to zero. Such system would be a very interesting magneto-electronics material since it would be a perfectly stable spin-polarized electrode in a junction device [1]. And moreover if used as a tip in a spin-polarized STM, it would not give rise to stray flux, and hence would not distort the domain structure of the soft-magnetic systems to be studied [2]. The first concept for HM-AFM was proposed by van Leuken and de Groot in 1995 [3] in their pioneer work on half-metallic magnets. Since the initial theoretical predictions of HM-AFM in Heusler alloys [4], several candidates have been reported in double perovskites [5–8]. Despite several experimental challenges [9] no actual HM-AFMs have been synthesized yet.

Quite recently, high-temperature ferromagnetism was found to exist in chalcopyrite-type compounds by introducing ferromagnetic (FM) property at room temperature via doping them by transition materials (TM) impurities. Among them manganese-doped II–IV–V$_2$ chalcopyrite’s such as ZnGeP$_2$:Mn [10], CdGeP$_2$:Mn [11], ZnGeAs$_2$:Mn, ZnSnAs$_2$:Mn, CdGeAs$_2$:Mn [12] and ZnSnAs$_2$:Mn [13] have demonstrated Curie temperatures of up to 367 K. The general consensus among researchers in this area is that ferromagnetism in these materials originates from the interactions between itinerant electrons or holes and localized electrons. In this context Choi et al. [13] reported experimentally the discovery of ferromagnetism in Mn-doped ZnSnAs$_2$ single crystal with Curie temperature of 329 K. They found that the magnetic moment from saturation magnetization per Mn atom is around 3.63 $\mu_B$ at 5 K. However, from theoretical point of view, Yi et al. [14] point out that ZnSn$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$As$_2$ for $x=0.125$ prefers the AFM ground state rather than the FM state. In addition, the local structures around Mn atoms in the ZnSnAs$_2$:Mn studied by XAFS measurements
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demonstrated that the Mn atoms are substituted into both Zn and Sn cation sites [15]. However, the physical origin of FM or AFM states in Mn-doped II–IV–V₂ chalcopyrites is still in debate [16,17] and more theoretical and experimental studies are required. This situation motivates us to study the electronic and magnetic properties of Mn-doped ZnSnAs₂ chalcopyrite, using the full potential linearized augmented plan wave plus orbital’s local (FP-LAPW+lo) in order to give more understand about the properties of herein materials. In the following discussions, the possible HM-AFM states are highlighted.

2. Methods of calculation

All calculations presented in the present work were performed using the full potential linearized augmented plane-wave (LAPW) method as implemented in the Wien2k package [18]. The electronic exchange–correlation is described within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) [19]. The wave function of the charge density and potential in the interstitial region is expanded up to \( l_{\text{max}} = 10 \), as well as the energy cut-off of \( R_{\text{MT}} \), \( K_{\text{max}} = 7.0 \) were kept fixed in our calculation, where \( R_{\text{MT}} \) denotes the smallest atomic sphere radius and \( K_{\text{max}} \) gives the magnitude of the largest \( K \) vector in the plane wave expansion. In order to simulate magnetic properties we have modeled the situation when manganese atoms replace either the site of Zn (Mn\(_{\text{Zn}}\)) or the site of Sn (Mn\(_{\text{Sn}}\)) atoms. The Mn doping has been modeled in a sufficiently large and fully relaxed supercell, which is a \( 2 \times 2 \times 1 \) translated 64-atoms simple tetragonal.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Electronic structures of the ZnSnAs₂ chalcopyrite

In order to compute the density of states of ZnSnAs₂ having the chalcopyrite structure, we first determine the lattice parameters. ZnSnAs₂ compound crystallizes in the chalcopyrite structure with space group no. 122 (I-42d) having four formula units in each unit cell which is shown in Fig. 1. The chalcopyrite unit cells are a body-centered tetragonal distorted unit cell, and the \( c/a \) ratio may differ from ideal value of 2. This structure has two cations Zn and Sn atoms which are tetrahedrally bonded to As anions. Atomic sites for ZnSnAs₂ are Zn(0,0,0,0,0), Sn(0,0,0,0,0.5), and As (0,u,0,0,0.5), where \( u \) is the internal distortion parameter. The calculation of the total energy as a function of the volume was used for determination of theoretical lattice constant and bulk modulus of the compound. The equilibrium lattice constant, bulk modulus, and its pressure derivative are calculated by fitting the calculated total energy into the Murnaghan’s equation of state. The calculated lattice parameters of ZnSnAs₂ are \( a = 5.942 \) Å, \( c = 11.957 \) Å, and \( u = 0.225 \). The lattice parameters \( a \) and \( c \) are consistent with the experimental results of \( a = 5.908 \) Å and \( c = 11.670 \) Å [20]. The calculated \( u \) parameter is the same to the experimental value [21]. Indeed taking the equilibrium positions, we compute the electronic structure of the ZnSnAs₂ chalcopyrite. It reveals that the total density of states (DOS) of ZnSnAs₂ as well as the partial DOS related to Zn (3d), Sn (5s,5p) and As (4p) are in accordance with previous theoretical calculations [22]. It follows from Fig. 2 that the valence band (VB) of ZnSnAs₂ is composed mainly of the partial states As(4p) and Sn(5p). The conduction band (CB) is composed of the As(4p) and Sn(5s) states. The Zn(3d) states mainly appear in the narrow energy range of −7.5 to 5.5 eV. There is a strong hybridization between Zn(3d)–As(4p) and Sn (5p)–As(4p) states, indicating obviously covalent character. The obtained band gap is about 0.60 eV, which is in reasonable accord compared with the experimental value of 0.65 eV [13].

3.2. Magnetic properties in the Mn-doped ZnSnAs₂ chalcopyrite

The defect calculations are performed by placing a single Mn atom in a supercell, containing 64 atoms and having lattice vectors \( (2,0,0)u, (0,2,0)u, \) and \( (0,0,2)u \); the lattice parameters \( a \) and \( c = 2a \mu \) are chosen as for the pure bulk chalcopyrite. In this case, the systems are in a ferromagnetic configuration. We consider substitutional defects, i.e., replacing a single cation (namely Zn and Sn) with a Mn atom in the pure chalcopyrite ZnSnAs₂ cell. The formation energy of a defect is estimated as follows [23]:

\[
E_f = \frac{1}{64} \left[ E((Zn,Sn)_{1-\mu}Mn\_{\mu}As_2) - E(ZnSnAs_2) - \mu(Mn) + \mu(Zn,Sn) \right]
\]

where \( E((Zn,Sn)_{1-\mu}Mn\_{\mu}As_2) \) is the total energy of the supercell containing the Mn dopant, \( E(ZnSnAs_2) \) is the total energy of the pure host having the same dimension to supercell, and \( \mu(Mn) \) and \( \mu(Zn,Sn) \) are the chemical potentials of bulk Mn, Zn and Sn, respectively. Our calculated formation energies of a Mn defect in ZnSnAs₂ are 0.248 eV and 0.216 eV for Mn substituting Zn and Sn, respectively. In the chosen limit of the chemical potentials, this implies that the substitution of a Sn atom (rather than Zn) by Mn is strongly favored.

Generally, when 3d TM ions are substituted for the cations of

![Fig. 1. Unit cell of ZnSnAs₂ chalcopyrite structure.](http://doc.rero.ch)
the host, their electronic structure is influenced by the strong 3d orbitals of the magnetic ion and the p orbitals of the neighboring anions. In our case, the hybridization between Mn dopant and its neighboring host atoms results in the splitting of the energy levels near the $E_F$, which shifts the majority spin states downward and minority spin states upward. Density of states in Fig. 3 show spin splitting between the majority-spin and minority-spin channel near $E_F$, which implies that Mn doping can result in magnetism in the ZnSnAs$_2$ host. When Mn ions substitute on Zn and Sn sites, the obtained magnetic moment per Mn is 4.00 $\mu_B$ and 3.90 $\mu_B$, respectively, which is in reasonable agreement with the experimental moment (3.85 $\mu_B$/Mn) [8] assumed due to substitution on both Zn and Sn sites.

3.3. Electronic structure of the ZnSn$_{0.875}$Mn$_{0.125}$As$_2$ doped chalcopyrite

This part will be devoted to understand and to clarify the mechanism which stabilizes the ferromagnetic states in the ZnSn$_{0.875}$Mn$_{0.125}$As$_2$ doped chalcopyrite. To do so, we first calculate the density of states (DOS) of this system in the GGA approximation. The magnetic moments localized on substitutional Mn ions in ZnSnAs$_2$ chalcopyrite may interact not only with delocalized valence and conduction band carriers. They, of course, may also interact between each other either indirectly or directly. All the collective magnetic phenomena are caused by interactions between those microscopic magnetic moments. The most important of these interactions is the exchange interaction. It is purely electrostatic by nature and can have several underlying mechanisms.

In order to understand the variation of exchange interaction, the concentration of Mn atoms was put to 12.5%, equivalent to introducing 2 Mn atoms in the same supercell but with different geometries. Our results are presented in Fig. 4. It follows for this figure that the Mn(3d) orbitals are no longer located in the gap, but widely hybridized in the valence band. This does not exclude the effect of the strong correlation but their influence on the density of states is much less visible.

Fig. 2. Total and partial DOS of ZnSnAs$_2$.

Fig. 3. Total density of states for Mn doped ZnSnAs$_2$. Only a single Mn atom is substituted into Zn or Sn cation sites in the supercell of 64 atoms ($x=0.0625$).
Fig. 4. Mn-d projected density of states for the FM and AFM ZnSn$_{0.875}$Mn$_{0.125}$As$_2$ for different distances between Mn pairs. (a,b) $d=7.307$ Å, (c,d) $d=7.284$ Å, (e,f) $d=5.941$ Å, and (g,h) $d=4.214$ Å.
higher-lying triplet of $t_2$ states ($d_{xy}, d_{xz}$ and $d_{yz}$). The splitting is partly due to the different electrostatic repulsion, which is strongest for the $e$ states which directly point at the As atoms. In the minority band the $Mn(3d)$ states are shifted to higher energies from the majority band the $Mn-3d$ states are shifted to higher energies and form a common 3d band with the other $Mn(3d)$ states, while in gest for the $e$ states which directly point at the As atoms. In the partly due to the different electrostatic repulsion, which is stron-
gert the chalcopyrite structure makes the interactions more complex.

The calculated results for distances de

Table 1 shows that for all different geometries, relative to the distances between the Mn impurities, there have nonzero magnetic moments. This observation drives us to determine the most stable magnetic state for such systems. In order to reach that, the magnetic energy difference ($\Delta E$) between the ferromagnetic state (FM) and the antiferromagnetic state (AFM) has been calculated. It is known that this quantity determines the stabilization of the magnetic phase in the diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS). In particular, the negative value of this quantity corresponds to the fact that the AFM state is more stable than FM state and vice versa. The complete calculation of the variation of the $\Delta E$ as function of our ZnSn$_0$Mn$_0.125$As$_2$ doped systems with different geometries is then presented (Table 1). It follows that the antiferromagnetic state is more stable than the ferromagnetic state for Mn–Mn neighboring distances corresponding to the values higher than 4.21 Å. The ferromagnetic Mn–Mn interactions are mainly responsible for the stable ferromagnetism of these materials. At the larger distance between neighboring Mn atoms the leading Mn–Mn interaction is negative resulting in the antiferromagnetic behavior of the system. On the other hand, for the contracted distances the interaction changes sign resulting in the ferromagnetic ground state of the alloy. This complexity of the behavior reflects the complexity of the electronic structure of the systems.

4. Conclusion

Using the first-principles density functional theory within the GGA, we have studied the electronic structure of ZnSnAs$_2$ doped with 12.5% Mn impurities for various possible geometries to replicate the situation where the Mn atom would appear either to cluster or be separated. The calculated total magnetic moment is about 4 $\mu_B$ per unit cell and mostly located in Mn atom. Our results show that the substitution of Mn leads to the AFM alignment is energetically favored in Mn-doped ZnSnAs$_2$ compounds; except for low impurity concentration associated with lower distances between Mn pairs, in this case the stabilization of FM increases. Moreover, the ferromagnetic alignment in the Mn-doped ZnSnAs$_2$ systems behaves half-metallic; the valence band for majority spin orientation is partially filled while there is a gap in the density of states for the minority spin orientation.
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Table 1
The calculated results for distances defining various Mn pairs configurations into the Zn$_{10}$Sn$_{8}$Mn$_{2}$As$_{12}$ supercell. $\Delta E$ is the FM stabilization energy between the AFM and FM states and their corresponding magnetic moment at each Mn atom.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance Mn–Mn (Å)</th>
<th>$\Delta E$ (mRy)</th>
<th>$\mu_B$ (FM) ($\mu_B$)</th>
<th>$\mu_B$ (AFM) ($\mu_B$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.214</td>
<td>–8.996</td>
<td>3.92739</td>
<td>4.00078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.941</td>
<td>1.645</td>
<td>3.98550</td>
<td>4.00370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.284</td>
<td>1.898</td>
<td>4.00030</td>
<td>4.01791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.307</td>
<td>2.071</td>
<td>3.93192</td>
<td>4.01425</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>